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More than 60 years of investment in research, technology, and training have 
helped Arpa Industriale S.p.A. gain a global reputation for outstanding and 
innovative Italian design and high-end quality in surface materials. That 
reputation was cemented with the introduction of FENIX®, the innovative
materials for interior design. Having internalized Industry 4.0 from the beginning, 
Arpa designed and built the new highly innovative FENIX factory. To improve 
product quality and innovation while sustainably reducing the water, energy, 
and other resources consumed in the production process, the FENIX factory 
runs exclusively on SAP® software. 

Arpa Industriale: Taking Industry 4.0 to 
New Heights with Next-Gen Supply Chain 
Processes and Factory Intelligence

Picture Credit | Arpa Industriale S.p.A., Bra, Italy. Used with permission.



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Build an innovative factory from scratch to help make a new production line highly successful 
• Combine employee best-practice knowledge with operations data for constant innovation
• Improve product quality while meeting sustainability targets for water, energy, and waste reduction 
• Stabilize and optimize a highly complex and waste-intensive production process

Why SAP
• Innovative capabilities enabled by SAP® Business Technology Platform
• Direct, no-latency connection between the factory’s 1,600 sensors and its core SAP software 

operations, and resource efficiency with predictive analytics from SAP HANA®

• Real-time monitoring of factory sensor data with customized performance dashboards from the 
SAP Analytics Cloud solution

• Automation through the SAP Manufacturing Execution, SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence 
(SAP MII), and SAP Extended Warehouse Management (SAP EWM) applications

After: Value-Driven Results
• Energy and water reductions through smart, automated consumption fine-tuning 
• Reduction of scrap waste almost down to zero by using best-practice machine learning algorithms
• 24x7 production cycle leveraging autonomous, laser-guided vehicles (LGVs) controlled by SAP EWM
• Best-practice model and solution template for factory operations company-wide

Enabling Innovation Through Green Manufacturing and a 
High Level of Quality with SAP® Solutions

“By using dashboards, predictive analytics, and 
embedded automation in SAP solutions, we can identify 
best practices and teach those practices to the 
factory’s machines, systems, and people.”
Stefano Rossetti, Production Manager, Arpa Industriale S.p.A.

Arpa Industriale S.p.A.
Bra, Italy
www.arpaindustriale.com

Industry
Building products

Employees
575

Products and Services
Premium surface materials 
and high-pressure 
laminates

Featured Solutions
SAP Business Technology Platform, SAP HANA, 
SAP Analytics Cloud, SAP Manufacturing Execution, 
SAP MMI, and SAP EWM

80% 
Reduction in water, energy, 
and other resources used

€750,000 
Production cost savings in
the first year
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Creating Timeless Material for Never-Ending 
Design Stories 

Since their launch in 2013, FENIX® surface 
materials have become one of the most important 
product lines for Arpa Industriale S.p.A. The FENIX 
line accounts for more than 50% of the company’s 
turnover and is distinguished from any other material 
the high-pressure laminate (HPL) producer has 
ever made. With low light reflectivity, FENIX 
surfaces are extremely mat, soft to touch, and 
antifingerprint. They are food-safe and highly 
resistant to scratches, abrasion, dry heat, solvents, 
and cleaners. Thermal healing of superficial micro-
scratches is also possible. 

FENIX materials have revolutionized interior 
design worldwide. Iconic brands refresh their 
collections with FENIX to win a new generation of 
customers. Architects, designers, industry OEMs, 
and furniture and appliance manufacturers use 
FENIX to add value to their products.

The challenge in FENIX’s material production is that 
it is expensive and prone to defects when using 
traditional HPL production processes. The surface 
is very thin, and the mat surface will show even the 
slightest defect. These complications result in a large 
amount of wasteful scrap materials. 

That’s why Arpa designed and built a new factory 
solely dedicated to the FENIX production. Using 
core SAP® software and database and analytics 
solutions on SAP Business Technology Platform to 
enable real-time insights, the company standardized 
its production operations. Arpa also supports overall 
control throughout by collecting and analyzing data 
from each system, subsystem, and sensor, and 
leveraging AI and machine learning technologies to 
constantly improve performance and sustainability.
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Building an Intelligent, Integrated, and Future-Proof 
Factory from Scratch

As a brand-new greenfield project, the FENIX factory 
provided Arpa an ideal opportunity to stabilize and 
optimize the complex production process while 
meeting ambitious targets for renewable energy 
use and lower resource consumption and waste. 
The factory would also serve as a best-practice 
model and standardization template, leveraging 
SAP software to run Arpa’s multiyear initiative to 
test new production methods and technologies and 
to deploy them across other factory operations.

To establish the most direct, no-latency connection 
between the FENIX factory’s network of sensors 
and Arpa’s core SAP software, Arpa connected the 
factory’s programmable logic controller (PLC) directly 
to SAP Plant Connectivity software. This enables 
Arpa to create dashboards in the SAP Analytics 
Cloud solution that use real-time sensor data from 
the factory to meet production, quality, and waste 

targets. The company can also use the predictive 
analysis library in SAP HANA® to leverage PLC 
sensor data for predictive maintenance and other 
best practices. 

PLC messages and events route directly to 
SAP applications, including SAP Manufacturing 
Execution, SAP Manufacturing Integration and 
Intelligence (SAP MII), and SAP Extended Warehouse 
Management (SAP EWM). Sales orders entered in 
the SAP Customer Relationship Management 
(SAP CRM) application automatically update 
SAP EWM, SAP Manufacturing Execution, and 
SAP MII for use in raw material provisioning and 
production-line scheduling. Laser-guided vehicles 
(LGVs) in the factory warehouse connect in real 
time to SAP EWM and SAP CRM. LGVs work 
autonomously 24x7 to load and reload bar-coded 
rolls of raw materials that stay synchronized with 
SAP CRM. 

>1,600
Sensors connected in real 
time to core SAP software 

5,000
Parameters analyzed by 
predictive algorithms in 
SAP HANA
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Improving Quality, Reducing Waste, and Shrinking 
the Factory Footprint

Arpa designed the FENIX factory from the ground 
up to continuously harness best practices of its 
employees. Real-time performance dashboards in 
SAP Analytics Cloud and machine learning algorithms 
in SAP HANA analyze every millisecond of daily 
operations. Instead of analyzing what was done 
wrong in the factory, Arpa can now identify employee 
practices that deliver the best results, and then “coach” 
the plant machinery to deliver the same results.

Scrap-monitoring dashboards help operators identify 
the employees with the best scrap-reduction practices. 
Combining this capability with configuration changes 
in SAP EWM, SAP Manufacturing Execution, 
and SAP MII, the factory almost eliminated the 
entire amount of scrap waste in the first year of 
operation.

In fact, the factory’s focus on employee best 
practices, and the intelligent automation achieved 
factory-wide as a result, have improved employee 
productivity and satisfaction.

And while an award-winning 2-megawatt solar array 
powers the factory, the industrial-scale heating, 
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system still 
requires large amounts of water and energy to help 
guarantee production quality. By capturing con-
sumption data every few milliseconds within the 
SAP applications and using predictive algorithms 
in SAP HANA to analyze the data along with 
thousands of other parameters, the factory has 
helped ensure product quality while reducing 
energy and water consumption to a fifth of 
what it was a year earlier.

>6x
Productivity improvement 
over traditional HPL factories

96%
Reduction in scrap waste
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Combining Employee Insight with Operations Data 
for Continuous Innovation

The FENIX factory team will continue to harness 
the predictive analytics functionality of SAP HANA 
to bring employee best practices together with 
operations data to reduce waste and increase 
production performance. The team will also focus 
more attention on its environmental impact, targeting 
further reductions in electricity, gas, and water 
consumption.

The factory’s SAP solution landscape underpins 
the team’s strategy. Thousands of sensors on the 
factory line are connected in real time to SAP MII 
and other solutions. Sensor data – combined 
with predictive analytics from SAP HANA and 
operational dashboards from SAP Analytics Cloud –
will enable the factory team to reduce waste by 
another 50% over the next year. 

With best practice and intelligent automation 
functionality integrated into the factory’s operation 
using manufacturing and supply chain solutions 
from SAP, Arpa’s vision for a reproducible template 
for operational excellence and sustainability 
within Industry 4.0 has become a reality. By 
adopting the factory’s SAP solution implementations 
to its other factory operations, Arpa is rolling out 
FENIX factory innovations across the company. 

The factory’s implementation of the SAP Advanced 
Planning and Optimization component is already 
rolled out company-wide, and SAP Manufacturing 
Execution is now underway, with more solutions to 
follow. In addition, Arpa plans to bring its entire 
global operation under a single ERP landscape 
with SAP S/4HANA®. By doing so, Arpa will be 
able to fully establish a single trusted source of truth 
for real-time, standardized information, enabling the 
highest level of operational excellence.
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